Year 2 RE – Autumn 2 Angels
Year Group: Year 2

Term: Autumn 2

Topic: Angels

Learning Objectives

Task design to meet the learning objective
(including key questions)

1

I can identify my own
ideas about Angels.

2

I can describe my own
thoughts about Angels.

3

I can analyse when
angels appear in The
Christmas Story.

Discuss what the children think about angels. Children
share ideas. “I think angels are…”. Children to draw a
picture of what they think an angel is like and describe
underneath.
LA-With adult to verbalise sentences out loud. Children
write but adults may need to scribe more information.
Challenge- Can you write what you think an angel would
do if someone fell over on the playground and hurt
themselves? Can you explain your reasons.
Circle of enquiry- Enquire
(Open PowerPoint saved in public/Foundation Planning
17/Humanities/RE/Year 2)
Discuss pictures and answer questions on PowerPoint.
Children to record their thoughts and ideas in sentences.
Circle of enquiry- Enquire
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl2HVhwqnMs
Watch above video on The Christmas Story. Challenge the
children to listen out for times in the story when angels
appear. Discuss at what points do angels appear in the
story? Who to? Why? What is their job?
Discuss the messages that the angels bring to Joseph,
Mary and the shepherds. Children are given a picture of an
angel- children draw a speech bubble to show what the
angel says to Mary/Joseph/Shepherds.
LA- Children to verbalise sentence out loud to adults,
Challenge- Can you write how you think Mary and Joseph
would react to seeing the angel? Explain your answer.
Circle of enquiry- Contextualise

4

I can evaluate the
Children to recap in partners the story from previous
importance of angels in lesson. Discuss as a class: Why do you think there are
The Christmas Story.
angels in the story? What do angels make you think about?
LA- Discuss in group with adult scribing on sugar paper.
Challenge- Can you evaluate the importance of the other
characters in the story? Explain your answer. Circle of
enquiry- Evaluate

